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ABSTRACT
New infrared and millimeter observations from Keck, Palomar, ISO, and OVRO and archival data
from the NRAO6 VLA and IRAS are presented for the low-metallicity blue compact dwarf galaxy
SBS 0335[052. Mid-infrared imaging shows this young star-forming system is compact 80 pc) at(0A.31 ;
12.5 km. The large Brc equivalent width measured from integral Ðeld spectroscopy is indicative(235 A )
of a D5 Myr starburst. The central source appears to be optically thin in emission, containing both a
warm (D80 K) and a hot (D210 K) dust component, and the overall interstellar radiation Ðeld is quite
intense, about 10,000 times the intensity in the solar neighborhood. CO emission is not detected, though
the galaxy shows an extremely high global H I gas-to-dust mass ratio, high even for blue compact
dwarfs. Finally, the galaxyÏs ratio of mid-infrared-to-optical and mid-to-near-infrared luminosities are
quite high, whereas its far-infrared-to-radio and far-infrared-to-optical Ñux ratios are surprisingly similar
to what is seen in normal star-forming galaxies. The relatively high bolometric infrared-to-radio ratio is
more easily understood in the context of such a young system with negligible nonthermal radio contin-
uum emission. These new lines of evidence may outline features common to primordial galaxies found at
high redshift.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The blue compact dwarf galaxy SBS 0335[052 is an
extremely metal-poor galaxy Izotov et al. 1997),(Z
_
/41 ;
with only I Zw 18 known to have a lower metal abundance.
At a radial velocity cz\ 4043 km s~1, SBS 0335[052 is at
a distance of 53 Mpc for km s ~1 Mpc~1 (1A cor-H0\ 75responds to 258 pc). Recent observations have highlighted
several interesting characteristics of SBS 0335[052 and its
fainter companion 80A (22 kpc) to the west. In addition to
showing very low metallicity, the bright starburst region of
SBS 0335[052 is situated in an extensive H I envelope, has
an extremely large Brc equivalent width, and appears unex-
pectedly bright in the mid-infrared, with a 12 km-to-B-band
luminosity ratio greater than 2 (Pustilnik et al. 2001 ; Vanzi
et al. 2000 ; Thuan, Sauvage, & Madden 1999). The last
property is particularly intriguing since the galaxy exhibits
anemic levels of metals. Moreover, Thuan, Sauvage, &
Madden found that the mid-infrared spectrum lacks the
standard mid-infrared dust emission features, is dominated
by a strong continuum, and peaks at a surprisingly short
wavelength, suggestive that the radiating dust is embedded
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in an extremely intense interstellar radiation Ðeld. HST
optical observations by Papaderos et al. (1998) indicate an
underlying stellar population of mass D3 ] 106 and anM
_age younger than 100 Myr. Near-infrared data on the
handful of bright super star clusters that dominate the
galaxyÏs optical luminosity suggest that the central star-
forming region is even younger, of order 5 Myr (Vanzi et al.
2000).
The unusual mid-infrared properties of SBS 0335[052
merit high spatial resolution studies : is the opacity at mid-
infrared wavelengths consistent with (ThuanA
V
D 20 mag
et al. 1999) or (Izotov et al. 1997)? Can theA
V
D 0.6 mag
emission source be resolved? What fraction of the mid-
infrared light is associated with the brightest star clusters?
For example, Soifer et al. (2000) and Soifer et al. (2001) Ðnd
that nearly all of the luminous and ultraluminous infrared
galaxies in their samples emit a substantial fraction ([50%)
of their mid-infrared luminosity in compact \100È300 pcÈ
sized cores. Similar information on dwarf galaxies in
general, and SBS 0335[052 in particular, does not exist ;
mid-infrared data from IRAS and ISO have an angular
resolution of several to tens of arcseconds, precluding
detailed studies of compact mid-infrared emission. In this
paper we present di†raction-limited mid-infrared imaging
using the Keck telescope to investigate the innermost
regions of SBS 0335[052. Additional near-infrared inte-
gral Ðeld spectroscopy and far-infrared, radio, and milli-
meter data are presented to further constrain the energetics
of the interstellar medium.
While the physics of the interstellar medium in low-
metallicity dwarf galaxies is interesting in its own right, this
relatively nearby system allows us to study in detail a truly
young galaxy and thus could be a useful template for under-
standing galaxy formation at high redshifts. This compari-
son would be especially relevant if normal galaxies are
assembled from a collection of small systems (e.g., van
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Dokkum et al. 1999 ; Cole et al. 2000). For example, 25 km
observations with NGST of zB 2 galaxies, some of which
may be in their earliest stages of development, may be use-
fully compared to (similar rest wavelength) mid-infrared
observations of SBS 0335[052.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. Keck Near- and Mid-Infrared Imaging
The mid-infrared observations of SBS 0335[052 were
made using the imaging mode of the Long Wavelength
Spectrograph (LWS; Jones & Puetter 1993) at the f/25
forward Cassegrain focus of the Keck I Telescope. The
object was centered in the LWS Ðeld of view by Ðrst
imaging in K band with the Near-Infrared Camera (NIRC;
Matthews & Soifer 1994) and then o†setting the position of
the brightest peak at K to the center of the LWS Ðeld.
The principal observations were made on the night of
2000 December 7, although observations of variable quality
were made on 1999 November 24, 2000 January 26, and
2000 September 10. The December and September runs
were photometric. A chopper was set to a north-south
chopping amplitude of 5A at a frequency D5 Hz. The tele-
scope was nodded 5A in the north-south direction. The data
were reduced by di†erencing the two images obtained
within the chop pairs at each nod location and then co-
adding the resulting positive images. Because of the chopper
and telescope nod spacings employed for the observations,
the Ñux outside a 5A diameter region is suppressed. The
pixel scale is for the mid-infrared data and0A.08 pixel~1
for the near-infrared data. No Ñat-Ðeld correc-0A.15 pixel~1
tions were performed.
Photometric data were obtained at 12.5 km
(*j\ 1.0 km). The photometry was calibrated based on
observations of the bright stars HR 1457 (a Tau;
[12.5 km]\ [3.07 mag) and HR 8775 (b Peg ;
[12.5 km]\ [2.55 mag) whose magnitudes, in turn, were
based on IRAS photometry and previous Keck mid-
infrared photometry. The systematic uncertainties in the
photometry, based on the internal consistency of the obser-
vations, is estimated to be 5%. However, the absolute cali-
bration of standard star magnitudes and the photometric
zero points each night limit the overall photometric accu-
racy to 15%È20%. The Ñux density corresponding to
0.0 mag was taken as 26.2 Jy, following the prescription
given in the Explanatory Supplement to the IRAS Catalogs
and Atlases (Beichman et al. 1985).
On the night of 2000 December 7, the total mid-infrared
on-target observation time was 25 minutes. The obser-
vations of SBS 0335[052 were interleaved with six obser-
vations of the star IRC-10 046 in order to determine a
contemporaneous point spread function (PSF).
2.2. Palomar Near-Infrared Integral Field Spectroscopy
Near-infrared observations of the Brc line were carried
out on the night of 2000 October 14 using the Palomar
Integral Field Spectrograph (PIFS; Murphy, Matthews, &
Soifer 1999) on the Palomar 200 inch Telescope. PIFS pro-
vides a Ðeld of view using eight separate5A.4 ] 9A.6 0A.67
slits to feed two independent spectrographs within] 9A.6
the same liquid Dewar. Each slit is four pixelsN2-cooledwide and 58 pixels long The high-(0A.167 pixel~1).
resolution mode was used, providing a spectral resolution
of j/*jD 1450 (*vD 200 km s~1) near the observed center
wavelength of 2.195 km.
The PIFS observations consisted of a set of eight 5
minute on-o† integrations. Thus, 40 minutes were spent
integrating on source, and an equal amount of time o†
source (using a 30A nod to the north). For these obser-
vations, the Ðeld of view was oriented with the5A.4 ] 9A.6
long axis at a position angle of 90¡ (the e†ect of di†erential
atmospheric refraction is minimal for integral Ðeld spectros-
copy). A positional dithering pattern was employed for the
sequence of observations to recover seeing-limited spatial
sampling in the cross-slit direction. Spectral calibration
lamp data were taken immediately afterward ; wavelength
calibration is provided through a combination of these data
and the available OH airglow lines (Oliva & Origlia 1992).
The observations were taken under photometric conditions.
Spectrophotometric calibration was performed via spectral
imaging of the Persson et al. (1998) standard star 9101,
thereby establishing the continuum Ñux density at
2.195 km; the 2.195 km Ñux density of the standard star
was estimated from an extrapolation of its Ks band (jc\2.157 km) and K-band Ñux density trend.(jc\ 2.179 km)Corrections for atmospheric opacity and spectral Ñat-
Ðelding are derived from observations of HR 1232, a 5.8
mag G9 V star. Details of the calibration technique and the
PIFS data reduction process are given in Murphy et al.
(2000).
An estimate of the near-infrared PSF was obtained after
the Ðrst 20 minutes of on-source integration and after the
second 20 minutes of on-source integration, with each mea-
surement comprised of four dithered 10 s exposures in K
band of a nearby Ðeld star using the PIFS imaging mode.
An azimuthally averaged radial proÐle of the PSF target in
the Ðrst case yields a full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
of approximately After refocusing, our second measure-0A.8.
ment was indicating that the observationsFWHMB 0A.5,
were performed in generally good seeing conditions.
2.3. Owens Valley CO Maps
SBS 0335[052 was observed using the Owens Valley
Millimeter Array between February and May of 1999. The
source was observed in two conÐgurations of the six 10.4 m
telescopes with baselines ranging from 15 to 119 m. The
lines 12CO(J \ 1 ] 0) and 12CO(J \ 2 ] 1) were simulta-
neously observed assuming a redshift of 4076 km s~1
(Thuan, Izotov, & Lipovetsky 1997). The CO(1È0) data
were recorded using a digital correlator conÐgured with
64 ] 2 MHz channels centered on 113.2750 GHz, while the
CO(2È1) line was observed with 59] 4 MHz channels cen-
tered on 227.4456 GHz. Both spectrometer setups provided
approximately 300 km s~1 of bandwidth coverage, which is
more than adequate for SBS 0335[052. In addition to the
spectral line data, the 3 mm continuum and 1 mm contin-
uum were observed with a 1 GHz bandwidth for both the
lower and upper sidebands. Typical single-sideband system
temperatures were approximately 800 K, corrected for tele-
scope losses and the atmosphere. The nearby quasar
PKS B0420[014 was observed every 20 minutes for gain
and phase calibration. Absolute Ñux calibration was deter-
mined from observations of Uranus, Neptune, and 3C 273.
The absolute calibration uncertainty for the data is approx-
imately 15% at 3 mm and 25% at 1 mm. After data editing,
we obtained e†ectively 20.6 hr of on-source integration time
at 3 mm and 6.6 hr of good integration time at 1 mm. The
beam sizes computed using natural weighting to minimize
the noise are and for the 113.2750 GHz5A.4 ] 3A.8 2A.9 ] 2A.0
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and the 227.4456 GHz maps, respectively, providing spatial
resolution of 1.4 ] 1.0 kpc and 750 ] 520 pc.
2.4. Very L arge Array Radio Continuum Maps
VLA archival data are available at 1.49 GHz from the B
conÐguration. The data processing includes the primary-
beam correction and results in an image with a 6A FWHM
Gaussian beam and a rms noise level of 0.13 mJy beam~1.
The point source sensitivity is about a factor of 3 better
than the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al.
1998), but the surface brightness sensitivity is about 20
times poorer (the NVSS has a 45A FWHM beam).
2.5. Infrared Space Observatory Far-Infrared Photometry
Results from ISOPHOT observations were kindly pro-
vided by M. Sauvage. SBS 0335[052 was detected with the
PHT-C C100 camera system and the 50 km Ðlter (jref \ 65*j\ 57.8 km), with a far-infrared Ñuxkm, jcen\ 67.3 km,density of km)\ 112 mJy for S/N B 4.fl(67
2.6. Data from the Infrared Astronomical Satellite
SBS 0335[052 was not detected by IRAS, but robust
estimates of the 12, 25, 60, and 100 km rms levels can be
estimated from the (7È10) separate scans made by IRAS at
this location. The SCANPI software has been used to deter-
mine the median rms levels.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Mid-Infrared Properties
The 12.5 km image of SBS 0335[052 is presented in
Figure 1. From the Keck observations the 12.5 km magni-
tude of SBS 0335[052 is 7.2^ 0.2 mag, which corresponds
to 35 ^ 6 mJy (6% statistical and 15% systematic
uncertainties). The statistical uncertainty is the standard
deviation based on six di†erences from the average value.
FIG. 1.ÈKeck I 12.5 km image of SBS 0335[052, taken on the night of
2000 December. The contours are scaled by factors of 1.342, with the
highest and third-highest contours enclosing regions where the emission is
greater than 90% and 50% of the peak Ñux, respectively ; the lowest
contour is at the 3 p level. The FWHM of the PSF is displayed in the lower
left-hand corner. North is up, east is to the left, and the central coordinates
are those given in Table 1.
This Ñux density over a bandpass spanning approximately
12.0 to 13.0 km is consistent with the ISO mid-infrared data
obtained by Thuan et al. (1999), from which they estimate
km)^ 21 ^ 6 mJy and km)^ 35 ^ 11 mJyfl(12 fl(14.9from ISOCAM photometry using the LW10 (*j\ 7.0 km)
and LW9 (*j\ 2.0 km) Ðlters, respectively (30% uncer-
tainties have been attached to the ISO Ñuxes, reÑecting the
typical calibration uncertainty in such data). Moreover, the
ISOCAM CVF spectrum suggests a 12.5 km Ñux level near
30 mJy. At a distance of 53 Mpc, the mid-infrared lumi-
nosity of SBS 0335[052 is km)4 L (12.5 km)\lL l(12.57.5] 108 and the far-infrared luminosity is L (67 km)\L
_4.4] 108 Table 1 summarizes the main results andL
_
.
general properties of SBS 0335[052.
As pointed out by Thuan et al. (1999), the IRAS-
equivalent 12 km-to-blue ratio for SBS 0335[052 is
several times greater than found for spiral galaxies and
more than twice as large as the typical value for blue
compact dwarf galaxies. The mean ratio for the Thuan &
Martin (1981) catalog of 115 blue compact dwarfs is
Slog L (12 km)/L (0.44 km)T \ [0.12^ 0.27, and Slog L (12
km)/L (0.44 km)T \ [0.55^ 0.06 for the 69 normal star-
forming galaxies described in Helou et al. (1996) and Dale et
al. (2000), whereas SBS 0335[052 shows log L (12.5 km)/
L (0.44 km)D 0.25. The mid-to-near-infrared and mid-to-
far-infrared luminosity ratios are likewise elevated :
log L (12.5 km)/L (2.2 km)^ 1.2 and log L (12.5 km)/L (67
km)^ 0.23, high compared with the average values
Slog L (12 km)/L (2.2 km)T \ [0.16^ 0.06 and Slog L (12
km)/L (60 km)T \ [0.63^ 0.04 for normal star-forming
galaxies (Dale et al. 2000). Thus, in spite of the galaxyÏs
depressed metallicity, hot dust is one of the energetically
dominant features of its interstellar medium.
The 12.5 km source is compact (see Fig. 1), and the mor-
phology at this wavelength is consistent with a circularly
symmetric distribution of warm dust. The average observed
FWHM of SBS 0335[052 was whereas the0A.48 ^ 0A.02,
average FWHM of seven separate PSF observations was
Thus, we conclude that SBS 0335[052 is0A.37 ^ 0A.01.
slightly resolved ; the intrinsic FWHM after deconvolution
of the individual PSFs is (80^ 5 pc). The0A.31 ^ 0A.02
uncertainty is statistical and is based on six di†erences from
the FWHM of the PSF. A Richardson-Lucy deconvolution
(Lucy 1974) gives a slightly smaller intrinsic size and like-
wise shows no signiÐcant departures from azimuthal sym-
metry. The Keck Telescope and LWS do not provide
absolute positions to an accuracy of less than 1A, and so two
independent measurements were made to give the position
of the 12.5 km image relative to the images at other wave-
lengths. NIRC shares a common focal plane with LWS, and
it is possible to accurately move the telescope from NIRC to
LWS. At 2.2 km SBS 0335[052 is dominated by a bright
nucleus ; measurements of SBS 0335[052 at 12.5 km were
thus made by o†setting the telescope from this bright
nucleus as seen at 2.2 km to the LWS array. To the D^0A.5
accuracy of these o†sets, the compact source at 12.5 km
coincides with the bright peak at 2.2 km. The second rela-
tive position measurement is described below.
3.2. Near-Infrared Integral Field Spectral Data
The PIFS observations presented in Figure 2 show that
the Brc emission is apparently spatially extended : the line
emission spans 1A FWHM (260 pc) compared with the
seeing at that wavelength. Whereas the signal-to-0A.5È0A.8
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TABLE 1
DATA FOR SBS 0335[052
Parameter Value Source
Optical position (J2000) . . . . . . 03 37 44.0, [05 02 38 NED
cz
_
(km s~1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4043 NED
Distancea (Mpc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53.3
m
B
b (mag) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.76 Papaderos et al. 1998
m
K
b (mag) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.43 Vanzi et al. 2000
fl(0.44 km)c (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.84^ 0.02 Papaderos et al. 1998
fl(2.2 km)c (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.42^ 0.01 Vanzi et al. 2000
fl(12.5 km) (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35^ 6 This work
fl(67.3 km) (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112^ 28 This work
f(Brc) (W m~2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6] 10~18 This work
fl(12 km)d (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \72 IRAS
fl(25 km)d (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \117 IRAS
fl(60 km)d (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \165 IRAS
fl(100 km)d (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . . \210 IRAS
SCO(1h0)d (Jy km s~1) . . . . . . . . . \1.2 This work
SCO(2h1)d (Jy km s~1) . . . . . . . . . \3.0 This work
fl(1.49 GHz) (mJy) . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 ^ 0.1 This work
L (0.44 km)e (L
_
) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.3 ] 108 Papaderos et al. 1998
L (12.5 km)e (L
_
) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.5 ] 108 This work
L (67.3 km)e (L
_
) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.4 ] 108 This work
M(H2)f (M_) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \4.1] 107 This work
M(H2)g (M_) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \4.9] 108 This work
NOTE.ÈUnits of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of
declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
a Computed in the Local Group reference frame and assuming H0\ 75 km s~1Mpc ~1.
b Corrected for Galactic extinction (Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis 1998).
c Computed assuming andfl(0.44 km)\ 4260 ] 10~0.4mB Jy fl(2.2 km)\ 620(Bessel 1979).] 10~0.4mK Jy
d 3 p upper limit.
where is the power per octave. The solar luminosity is taken to bee L 4 4nd2lfl, lflW.L
_
\ 3.826 ] 1026
f Computed assuming a Galactic CO to conversion factor.H2g Computed assuming a CO to conversion factor equal to 12 times the GalacticH2value.
noise ratio of the PIFS continuum data is too low for us to
accurately gauge by eye the center of the continuum dis-
tribution, a central moment analysis of the continuum and
line emission maps yields a negligible \10 pc)(\0A.03 ;
continuum-line o†set ; there is no evidence in the integral
Ðeld spectroscopy data for the 60 pc o†set between the Brc
and 2 km continuum peaks claimed by Vanzi et al. (2000).
By the design of the PIFS (Murphy et al. 1999), the Brc and
2.2 km continuum images are spatially tied together. If the
ad hoc assumption is made that the 12.5 km emission coin-
cides with the Brc emission, this ties the 12.5 km emission
and the 2.2 km continuum emission of SBS 0335[052
together. Figure 3 illustrates this assumption and thus
orients the 12.5 km emission of SBS 0335[052 relative to
that at Brc and 2.2 km. Both this and the o†setting mea-
surements previously described are consistent with the
12.5 km emission of SBS 0335[052 coinciding with the
bright peak in the 2.2 km continuum. Using resolution0A.33
Ks imaging, Vanzi et al. (2000) note a separationD1A.5
between two distinct components along the southeast-
northwest direction, and HST WFPC2 V and I imaging
show several distinct clumps spanning D4A along a
southeast-northwest orientation (Papaderos et al. 1998).
Such substructure is seen in the Keck NIRC image, but the
PIFS near-infrared data give only a faint hint of the multi-
ple peaks, presumably due to the limited spatial resolution
and sensitivity of the integral Ðeld spectroscopy data.
No velocity structure is resolved for the Brc emission.
This is not surprising since the resolution is of order
200 km s~1 and the VLA H I data of Pustilnik et al. (2001)
only show D40 km s~1 solid-body rotation for the eastern
H I peak that is centered on SBS 0335[052. Furthermore,
the lack of signiÐcant velocity structure of the Brc line is
consistent with the small velocity dispersion (\10 km s~1)
of the optical emission lines (Izotov et al. 1997).
Measures of the starburst timescale can be inferred from
near-infrared continuum data. However, Vanzi et al. (2000)
Ðnd that the combined helium, and Brc emission linesH2,contribute about 50% of the K-band Ñux (within their 1@@
spectroscopy slit) and that Brc alone accounts for] 0A.8
6%È7%. To within 10% certainty, the integrated Brc Ñux
from the PIFS data is 6 ] 10~18 W m~2, or approximately
4% of the global K-band Ñux. The Brc equivalent width is
also indicative of the starburst age (° 4.3) and is not con-
taminated by other nebular emission lines. From the PIFS
data the Brc equivalent width is 235^ 33 A cursoryA .
review of the literature did not Ðnd a larger extragalactic
Brc equivalent width.
3.3. Radio Continuum Results
SBS 0335[052 is unresolved in the high-resolution map
(FWHM\ 6@@ beam) at 1.49 GHz (Fig. 4). There is a 3 p
source with a peak brightness of 0.40 mJy beam~1 at the
nominal optical position of SBS 0335[052 ; the radio
FIG. 2.ÈPIFS Brc data for SBS 0335[052. At top left is the line-free continuum image reconstructed from the data cube. At top right is the total Brc
emission, continuum subtracted, summed from [170 to ]170 km s~1 relative to the systemic velocity. A slightly higher contrast image is shown at lower
left, constructed from a single spectral resolution element centered for each spatial pixel on the wavelength of maximum line emission intensity. In all images,
the continuum peak location is indicated by a cross, and the central coordinates are those given in Table 1. Finally, the near-infrared spectrum containing the
Brc line is displayed at lower right.
FIG. 3.ÈThe Keck 12.5 km contours enclosing regions where the emission is greater than 90%, 67%, and 50% of the peak Ñux overlaid on the PIFS Brc
data and the Keck NIRC 2.2 km continuum data. The 2.2 km emission contains multiple unresolved components that presumably correspond to the super
star clusters described in Thuan et al. (1997). Table 2 provides a comparison of the size of SBS 0335[052 at di†erent wavelengths. To accuracy, theD0A.5
peak of the 12.5 km data is aligned with the brightest peak of the 2.2 km continuum and Brc emission (see the associated discussion in the text). Both frames
are oriented with north up and east to the left, and the central coordinates are those given in Table 1.
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FIG. 4.È1.49 GHz data from the VLA archive. The 3 p source located
at the center of this Ðeld is at the nominal optical position of
SBS 0335[052, which is indicated by a cross. The contour levels are
plotted at 0.15 mJy beam~1 intervals, starting at 0.45 mJy beam~1. Coor-
dinates are given in the epoch J2000.0.
source has a Ñux density of 0.40 mJy. Each coordinate has a
rms error of about 1A due to noise, but this is much better
than the NVSS positional uncertainty of D7A for faint
sources like SBS 0335[052. No extended radio continuum
emission is visible, but a 2.3^ 0.4 mJy source (the NVSS
total Ñux) smooth source 30A in size would have a bright-
ness of only 0.1 mJy beam~1 and be completely unde-
tectable. Indeed, no 20 cm continuum emission is detected
in a VLA survey with 1 mJy beam~1 (4 p) sensitivity and a
beam (Pustilnik et al. 2001). On the other hand,20A.5 ] 14@@
the o†set of the NVSS source from the optical position (12A
at a position angle of 50¡ east of north) is large enough that
the NVSS source may well be a blend of SBS 0335[052
and two other faint sources to the northeast visible in the
contour plot. In short, the Ñux of the nearby NVSS source
probably overestimates the total Ñux of SBS 0335[052, but
the 0.40 mJy component probably corresponds to the
compact part of SBS 0335[052, particularly since they
agree well in position. The chance that this is a nonde-
tection and is instead a random 3 p noise bump coin-
cidentally close to the nominal position of SBS 0335[052
is low. The probability of Ðnding an unrelated radio source
with Ñux º0.4 mJy within 6A is less than 2 ] 10~3
(Langston et al. 1990).
3.4. CO Results
As seen in Figure 5, neither CO nor millimeter contin-
uum emission was detected. The rms limits of 12 and
30 mJy were achieved for the CO(1È0) and CO(2È1) obser-
vations, respectively, from an average over four spectral
channels (Fig. 5). No signiÐcant emission or absorption fea-
tures were detected anywhere in the Ðeld. Since the synthe-
sized beams are larger than the bright central starburst
regions, it is not expected that the interferometer has re-
solved out the CO emission. Given that the CO line widths
are typically only half the H I line widths in metal-poor
FIG. 5.ÈThe CO(1È0) and CO(2È1) spectra, centered at lc \ 113.73GHz and GHz, respectively. The observations assumed anlc\ 227.44optical redshift of 4076 km s~1 in the Local Group reference frame (Thuan
et al. 1997). The rms level for the (1È0) data is 12 mJy, and 30 mJy for the
(2È1) line.
galaxies (Sage et al. 1992), a CO line width of approximately
50 km s~1 would be expected for SBS 0335[052. With this
adopted line width, the 3 p upper limits are SCO(1h0) \ 1.2Jy km s~1 and for the integratedSCO(2h1)\ 3.0 Jy km s~1CO line Ñuxes. For the continuum data, the 1 GHz band-
widths in both the upper and lower sidebands were aver-
aged, resulting in 3 p upper limits of GHz)\ 2.3 mJyfl(112and GHz)\ 11 mJy.fl(229Given the observational limits, the CO(1È0) data provide
a more stringent constraint on the molecular hydrogen gas
mass than the CO(2È1) dataÈblue compact galaxies typi-
cally have brightness temperature ratios of
(Sage et al. 1992). We thus con-T
b
(2È1)/T
b
(1È0)\ 0.3È0.6
centrate on the CO(1È0) data for the remainder of this
section. The integrated CO(1È0) Ñux in Jy km s~1 is related
to the molecular hydrogen gas mass by M(H2)\ 1.2where is the Galactic] 104SCO(1h0)(d/Mpc)2(a/aG) M_, aGCO to conversion factor (Wilson 1995). Adopting theH2Galactic conversion factor results in M(H2)\ 4.1] 107(3 p). However, the Galactic conversion factor isM
_thought to signiÐcantly underestimate the molecular hydro-
gen gas mass in the metal-poor galaxies. Estimating the
proper value of a for SBS 0335[052 is somewhat problem-
atic since CO has yet to be detected in such a metal-
deÐcient system. For galaxies with metallicities between
solar and 0.1 solar, Wilson (1995) Ðnds a P Z~0.67.
Extrapolating this relationship to a metallicity of 1/41 solar
yields and fora ^ 12aG M(H2) \ 4.9 ] 108 M_SBS 0335[052. However, these estimates are only applica-
ble for dense regions where the CO molecules could survive
the intense ultraviolet radiation Ðeld. In regions of low
extinction the global abundance(A
V
[ 2 mag), CO/H2ratio is expected to be extremely nonlinear with metallicity
(Maloney & Black 1988).
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Dust and T he Infrared Spectral Energy Distribution
Thuan et al. (1999) Ðt the observed mid-infrared spectrum
with the proÐle for a 250 K extincted blackbody with emiss-
ivity where b \ 1.5 is the assumed dust emissivityQl P lb,index. Data at longer wavelengths can help better constrain
the infrared spectral energy distribution : in addition to the
new Ñux measurement at 67 km, there are upper limits
available from IRAS at 12, 25, 60, and 100 km. These limits
are compatible with the levels detected at similar wave-
lengths (see Fig. 6). With the infrared picture of
SBS 0335[052 now more fully developed, it is clear that
the data suggest multiple dust components. A Ðt of the
superposition of two blackbodies with emissivity Ql P l1.5,with variable normalizations and dust temperatures, to the
6.7, 7.7, 12.5, 25, and 67 km broadband data results in dust
temperatures for the two components of andT
d
\ 80
210 K.7 Varying the emissivity from to l2.0Ql P l1.0changes the dust temperatures by a maximum of ^20%.
Two relatively warm dust components are also evident in
Seyfert galaxies Espinosa, & San-(Pe rez Garc• a, Rodr• guez
tolaya Rey 1998) and luminous galaxies such as Arp 220,
NGC 6240, and NGC 4038/39 (Klaas et al. 1997). More
far-infrared data are needed to verify whether
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
7 IRAS marginally detected (2 p) SBS 0335[052 at 25 km. If a 2 p
25 km Ñux is used in the Ðt instead of a 3 p upper limit, the resulting dust
temperatures are 70 and 207 K.
FIG. 6.ÈFit to the infrared spectral energy distribution using a super-
position of two blackbodies, one at (dashed line) andQlP l1.5 Td \ 210 Kthe other at (dotted line). The upper limits are from IRAS andT
d
\ 80 K
are equal to 3 times the rms deviation of 7È10 scans from the median scan.
The Ðve mid-infrared broadband values from Thuan et al. (1999) have been
assigned 30% Ñux uncertainties since (i) that is the discrepancy between
their spectroscopy and broadband photometry, and (ii) 30% is also the
approximate calibration uncertainty for ISO mid-infrared data.
SBS 0335[052 has an additional colder dust(T
d
D 25 K)
component.
The density and total amount of dusty material in the
core of SBS 0335[052 determines the central opacity. A
simple estimate of the optical depth is the ratio of the
observed surface brightness to the intensity of the expected
blackbody proÐle, where ) is the solidqD fl )~1/Bl(Td),angle of the object. The mid-infrared opacity for
SBS 0335[052 is less than 3] 10~3 at 12.5 km for a wide
range of hot dust temperatures Such an(T
d
hot [ 110 K).
opacity corresponds to in agreement with theA
V
\ 1 mag,
result of Izotov et al. (1997). Furthermore, the total ionizing
luminosity computed from the number of UV photons per
second (° 4.3) is of order 8 ] 108 similar to the mid-L
_
,
infrared luminosity (Table 1). These results suggest quv D 1,in contrast to the claim for by Thuan et al.A
V
D 20 mag
(1999), and argue that the model of a hot blackbody a†ected
by a large column of extinction is invalid.
Since the infrared radiation is optically thin in emission,
dust masses can be directly computed using the infrared
Ñuxes. The infrared Ñux density may be expressed in terms
of the number of grains N of size a, density o, and emissivity
radiating at temperature at distance d :Ql Td fl \And since the dust mass can beNnBl(Td)Ql 4na2/4nd2.expressed as one ÐndsMdust \N(4/3)na3o,
Mdust \
4aofl d2
3Ql Bl(Td)
4
fl d2
ilBl(Td)
(1)
(e.g., Hildebrand et al. 1977). In other words, the dust mass
is a function of the observed Ñux density and the estimated
dust temperature and does not depend on the size of the
emitting region. If the dust temperature is 210 K for the hot
dust component and the opacity coefficient i(12 km)\ 940
cm2 g ~1 (Li & Draine 2001), the dust mass computed from
the 12.5 km Ñux is The mass of the coolerMdusthot ^ 6 M_.dust may be computed from the dust emission at 67 km,
radiation which is more likely to arise from steady state
processes compared to the mid-infrared emission from very
small grains and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
The total mass of the presumably larger and cooler dust
grains in SBS 0335[052, if and i(70 km)\ 67.3T
d
\ 80 K
cm 2 g ~1 (Li & Draine), is Thus, theMdustwarm ^ 2400 M_.warm dust mass is much larger than the hot dust mass in a
simple two-component model. We will henceforth use it to
represent the total dust mass in SBS 0335[052. Consider-
ing that the long-wavelength end of the spectral energy dis-
tribution is poorly constrained, the warm dust temperature
estimate, and thus the overall dust mass, is highly uncertain.
Any cold dust, which is unconstrained by the measurements
reported here, would likely dominate the total dust mass.
ISO observations show a mid-infrared spectrum with
none of the standard PAH features (Thuan et al. 1999). For
a two-component dust model, the hotter dust in
SBS 0335[052 is 400 times less massive than the warm
dust. Unless it can be explained by sensitivity arguments, it
seems peculiar then that there are no obvious PAH features
in its mid-infrared spectrumÈtypically only regions with
very energetic interstellar radiation Ðelds, through destruc-
tion and/or ionization processes, lack the ubiquitous mid-
infrared aromatic emission features (e.g., the core of M 17;
Cesarsky et al. 1996). Conversely, emission from merely
warm dust should be replete with aromatic features. A pos-
sible explanation is that PAHs are thought to condense out
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of the outÑows of carbon-rich red giants (Allamandola,
Tielens, & Barker 1989), but the starburst in
SBS 0335[052 is too young (\7 Myr) for stars to have
reached this phaseÈonly stars more massive than D20 M
_are expected to spend less than 10 Myr on the main
sequence (e.g., Bressan et al. 1993).
4.2. T he Gas-to-Dust Ratio
The global gas-to-warm dust mass ratio is relatively
straightforward to compute. From the H I measurement of
Pustilnik et al. (2001) of M(H I)D 8 ] 108 and theM
_molecular hydrogen mass limit of M(H2)\ 4.9] 108 M_,K Mgas
Mdust
K
global
\
K M(H I)] M(H2)
Mdust
K
global
[ 105.7 . (2)
This value lies on the high end of the expected range for a
compact dwarf galaxy compared with the range 103[
typically seen for blue compact dwarfsMgas/Mdust [ 105(Lisenfeld & Ferrara 1998), and with that usually found in
more mundane regions, like the disks of spiral galaxies
where (see Mayya & Rengarajan 1997Mgas/MdustD 300and references therein).
However, a global gas-to-dust ratio for SBS 0335[052 is
a misleading quantity since the dust and gas are not mea-
sured in the same volume. A more sensible constraint on the
gas-to-dust mass ratio is derived from the ionized gas mass.
The ionized gas density within the sphere isStro mgren
cm~3 (° 4.3). The central 80 pc therefore containsn
e
D 45
approximately 3] 105 of gas, andM
_K Mgasionized
Mdust
K
r:80 pc
Z 100 , (3)
representing a lower limit on the central gas-to-dust mass
ratio. This estimate is limited by the assumption that the
entire dust mass falls within the inner 80 pc.D2400 M
_
4.3. Clues from the Brc Emission
The near-infrared broadband Ñuxes of starbursts can be
dominated by nebular emission lines that unduly inÑuence
stellar age estimates (Leitherer & Heckman 1995). An alter-
native indicator of the starburst age is the Brc equivalent
width, a parameter that reÑects the ratio of young blue
massive stars to the evolved red stellar population. For a
plausible range of initial mass function parameters, the
Starburst99 models (Leitherer et al. 1999) indicate that
EW (Brc)^ 235 for metallicity material corre-Ó Z
_
/50
sponds to a stellar age of 3È6 ] 106 yr. This age holds for
both an instantaneous and a continuing star formation
model, consistent with the age estimate from other near-
infrared spectroscopic and broadband data (Vanzi et al.
2000).
If the central H II region is modeled as a Stro mgren
sphere, it is possible to use the size of the Brc emission and
the Brc luminosity to infer the density of the ionized gas n
e(see Table 2). For an intrinsic Bra-to-Brc luminosity ratio of
2.9, the Brc luminosity for SBS 0335[052 corresponds to
Nuv\
Nuv
NBra
NBra
NBrc
NBrc\
Nuv
NBra
L Bra jBra
L Brc jBrc
L Brc
hlBrc
D 1.5] 1053 ,
TABLE 2
SIZES OF SBS 0335[052
Size Size
Wavelength (arcsec) (kpc)
2.166 km (Brc) D1 ] 1 0.26] 0.26
2.2 km D2 ] 1 0.52] 0.26
12.5 km 0.31 ] 0.31 0.08] 0.08
20 cma \6 ] 6 1.55] 1.55
a Unresolved.
ionizing photons per second (see Ho, Beck, & Turner 1990),
or approximately 2800 O5 stars (e.g., Panagia 1973). Since
the volume of the sphere can be expressed asStro mgren
for a measured the(4/3)nRBrc3 \Nuv/aB ne2, RBrc \ 130 pcinferred density is cm~3, reasonable for H II regionsn
e
D 45
(Osterbrock 1989). Here we have assumed Case B recombi-
nation (with cm~3 s~1) for a nebula ataB^ 2.6 ] 10~13temperature but the same electron density isT
e
\ 10,000 K,
found to within a factor of 2 for a wide temperature range.
Inasmuch as Brc emission is associated with H II regions,
it is indicative of the heating input to the interstellar
medium; the Brc Ñux can be related to the thermal radio
Ñux density Following Ho et al. (1989) and assuming af lth.radio spectral slope of [0.1 appropriate for optically thin
free-free emission from ionized gas, we estimate the
expected thermal radio continuum Ñux at 20 cm from
f lth(20 cm)B 1.0 mJy
A d
Mpc
B~2A Nuv
1050 s~1
B
.
The number of ionizing photons per second inferred from
the integrated Brc Ñux for SBS 0335[052 predicts f lth(20cm)B 0.5 mJy, approximately the observed value for fl(20cm). Since the prediction is at least as large as the observed
20 cm Ñux density, the straightforward interpretation is
that there is little or no evidence for nonthermal radio
contributionsÈthere has been, at most, a low level of super-
nova activity in the short star formation history of
SBS 0335[052. A quick 5 GHz C-array observation with
the VLA could easily verify whether the radio source has a
Ñat spectrum indicative of H II regions or a steep spectrum
produced by supernova remnants. For comparison, the
global thermal fraction of the Ñux density at 20 cm in
normal star-forming galaxies is about 10% (Condon 1992).
According to Matteucci & Recchi (2001), the peak in the
supernovae rate (and thus the maximum metal enrichment
rate) for an instantaneous starburst episode does not occur
until 40È50 Myr after the onset of star formation. Such an
upper limit to the age of the starburst in SBS 0335[052
agrees with the constraints placed by the Brc data. Further-
more, a scenario of modest prior supernova activity would
also be consistent with the interpretation laid out in ° 4.4 for
the high infrared-to-radio ratio for SBS 0335[052.
4.4. T he Infrared-to-Radio Ratio
The radio continuum Ñux for SBS 0335[052 spatially
coincides with its emission at 12.5 km. Thus, if the emission
in the mid- and far-infrared is spatially coincident, the far-
infrared-to-radio ratio is GHz) ^ 280. Thisfl(67 km)/fl(1.49Ñux density ratio is compatible with the typical ratio for
normal star-forming galaxies, which is approximately
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Note, however, that in the absence of IRAS detec-200~70`120.tions for SBS 0335[052 an ISO-based km) has beenfl(67used as a proxy for the typical IRAS-based deÐnition for the
far-infrared ““ FIR ÏÏ Ñux (Helou et al. 1988), which e†ectively
recovers the entire 42È122 km far-infrared Ñux ; the
ISOPHOT Ðlter used here, on the other hand, has a shorter
central wavelength and an overall narrower proÐle (° 2.5)
and thus does not provide as robust an estimate of the
bolometric infrared Ñux. The FIR 42È122 km Ñux for
SBS 0335[052 computed from the model spectral energy
distribution shown in Figure 6 is 5.4 ^ 1.1] 10~15 W
m ~2, and thus the logarithmic measure deÐned by Helou,
Soifer, & Rowan-Robinson (1985) is
q \ log
C FIR
3.75] 1012 W m~2
D
[ log
C fl(1.49 GHz)
W m~2 Hz~1
D
^ 2.56^ 0.09 .
The 20% uncertainty is conservatively derived from the full
range of FIR model Ñuxes found after invoking di†erent
combinations of the 25 km Ñux upper limit (2 to 3 p) and
the dust emissivity index In other words, the(1.0[ b [ 2.0).
far-infrared-to-radio ratio estimated from the model spec-
tral energy distribution is ^360 ^ 70, slightly outside the 1
p range for normal star-forming galaxies.
Given its youth, small size, and the inferred lack of non-
thermal radio Ñux, it is surprising that SBS 0335[052
exhibits a fairly ““ normal ÏÏ infrared-to-radio ratio. In re-
solved sources, the radio continuum emission is usually
more di†use than the infrared light (Marsh & Helou 1998)
and is explained by the spreading of cosmic rays as they
decay and are trapped in magnetic Ðeld lines (Helou &
Bicay 1993). The smearing scale length in normal galaxies is
many hundreds of parsecs (Marsh & Helou 1998), much
larger than the 80 pc mid-infrared size of SBS 0335[052.
Moreover, the relatively small disk scale heights for dwarf
galaxies may result in cosmic rays escaping comparatively
easily (Helou & Bicay 1993). Finally, the youth of
SBS 0335[052 means that relatively few supernovae have
occurred, resulting in low cosmic ray production and weak
interstellar magnetic Ðelds. All these lines of reasoning
predict a low nonthermal radio continuum Ñux for
SBS 0335[052 compared to the far-infrared Ñux, consis-
tent with the Ðndings using the Brc data. In short, since the
canonical far-infrared-to-radio ratio presumably hinges on
a typically strong (D90%) nonthermal contribution to the
radio Ñux, the apparently negligible nonthermal radio emis-
sion of SBS 0335[052 should result in an extremely high
far-infrared-to-radio ratio.
Given the elevated mid- to far-infrared ratio and the
unusual infrared spectral energy distribution of
SBS 0335[052, perhaps it is more appropriate to instead
compute a total infrared-to-radio ratio. In normal galaxies
the far-infrared Ñux is a useful measure of the total infrared
Ñux (TIR), with FIR typically half of the 3È1100 km
bolometric infrared Ñux (Dale et al. 2001) : TIR/radio
But the conspicuously intense interstellar radi-D400~150`230.ation Ðeld of SBS 0335[052 results in an unusually strong
contribution at mid-infrared wavelengthsÈthe FIR Ñux for
SBS 0335[052 computed from the model spectral energy
distribution shown in Figure 6 (and all plausible variations)
is less than one-fourth the modelÏs bolometric infrared Ñux,
resulting in TIR/radio D1600 ^ 300. In short, the total
infrared to radio Ñux for SBS 0335[052 is about 4 times
that in normal star-forming galaxies and is likely due to a
relative lack of trapped interstellar cosmic rays, resulting in
comparatively weak radio emission.
4.5. T he Intensity of the Interstellar Radiation Field
In a detailed study of the N 4 complex of H II regions in
the Large Magellanic Cloud, Contursi et al. (1998) show
how the mid-infrared color km) stronglyfl(15 km)/fl(7varies as a function of interstellar radiation Ðeld intensity,
with the highest ratios correspond-[fl(15 km)/fl(7 km)Z 4]ing to ultraviolet radiation densities approaching 104 times
the interstellar radiation Ðeld in the solar neighborhood.
Though the distance to SBS 0335[052 precludes such a
spatially detailed analysis, the average interstellar heating
intensity can be estimated from SUT D L (12.5 km)/
4nr2B 15 ergs cm~2 s~1^ 10,000 whereG
o
, G
o
\ 1.6
] 10~3 ergs cm~2 s~1 and is the Ñux of the local1.7 G
ointerstellar far-ultraviolet radiation Ðeld (Hollenbach &
Tielens 1999 and references therein). This result is consistent
with the Ðndings of Contursi et al. (1998, 2000) : an
unusually high mid-infrared color, km)B 6.4fl(15 km)/fl(7in the case of SBS 0335[052 (Thuan et al. 1999), corre-
sponds to an interstellar radiation Ðeld at least 4 orders of
magnitude greater than the local value. Moreover, a reason-
able dust temperature is found for SBS 0335[052 if it is
assumed that Scaling from the D17.5 K dustSUT P T
d
4`b.
temperature found for di†use Galactic cirrus (Boulanger et
al. 1996), an order-of-magnitude estimate for the interstellar
dust temperature for such a radiation Ðeld is T
d
D (17.5
K)(104 Though this result is compat-G
o
/G
o
)1@(4`b)D 100 K.
ible with the dust temperature predicted for the bulk of the
interstellar medium in SBS 0335[052 (° 4.1), it is the hot
dust that is primarily emitting at 12.5 km. One interpreta-
tion of this discrepancy is that the small grain emission at
mid-infrared wavelengths results from a semistochastic
process ; the small grain emission is perhaps not well rep-
resented by a hot blackbody (e.g., Draine & Anderson
1985).
4.6. T he Compact Nature of the Starburst Region
The mid-infrared data presented here, with angular
resolution better than represent the highest spatial0A.4,
resolution achieved to date in probing the blue compact
dwarf galaxy SBS 0335[052. SBS 0335[052 is compact at
12.5 km compared with its stellar and gaseous constituents.
In normal star-forming galaxies the extent of the mid-
infrared, far-infrared, and submillimeter emission is compa-
rable to the optical size (Dale et al. 2000 ; Rice et al. 1988 ;
Chini et al. 1995), and detailed modeling of the optical and
near-infrared emission from normal late-type spiral galaxies
shows that dust scale lengths typically are larger than that
of the stars and that dust radially extends to larger distances
than stars in the disk (Xilouris et al. 1999). On the other
hand, the high angular resolution studies of Soifer et al.
(2000) and Soifer et al. (2001) show that it is common for
both ultraluminous and starburst galaxies to be particularly
compact at 12 km compared with their optical distribu-
tions, especially for ULIRGs, with typically more than 50%
of the mid-infrared emission arising from \100È300 pcÈ
sized regions. Thus, perhaps it is relatively common for
actively star-forming systems to produce the bulk of their
thermal mid-infrared emission in small volumes surround-
ing a handful of bright super star clusters. This may be
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especially true for dwarf systems like SBS 0335[052, where
a relatively small stellar population may be dominated by a
few extremely bright stars or star clusters.
The lack of extended hot dust emission in SBS 0335[052
is most easily attributed to geometry : the relatively small
number of bright stars in SBS 0335[052 heat to high tem-
peratures only the most proximate dust. As outlined in ° 4.1,
the mass of this hot dust is D6 The bulk of the D2400M
_
.
of dust spread throughout the rest of the interstellarM
_medium is located signiÐcantly farther from the hottest
stars and is thus only warmed to D80 K on average. Bal-
ancing the radiation absorbed and reemitted by dust grains
yields the following simple relation for the approximate
temperature of dust grains in thermal equilibrium with the
surrounding interstellar radiation Ðeld :
T
d
\ 109 K
AQuv
Qir
B1@4A d
1 pc
B1@2A L uv
109 L
_
B1@4
, (4)
where and are the absorption and emission coeffi-Quv Qircients in the ultraviolet and infrared, respectively. If the dust
emission is optically thin and distributed in a circularly
symmetric fashion centered on the ionizing lumi-109 L
_nosity source (e.g., the brightest super star cluster), then the
hot dust is D3 pc from the ionizing source and the warm
dust lies at a characteristic distance of D15 pc (assuming
A substantial portion of the ionizing photonsQj P j~1.5).from the star clusters, on the other hand, encounter neutral
gas at much larger distances, and that is why the central H II
region in SBS 0335[052 spans more than 1 kpc (Izotov et
al. 1997). Needless to say, the angular resolution of the
extant infrared data is at least an order of magnitude too
low to corroborate this scenario.
In many respects, SBS 0335[052 resembles NGC 5253 :
it is a low-metallicity dwarf galaxy dominated by a
\10 Myr old compact and strong mid-infrared emitting
star-forming region for which the radio continuum emission
is almost entirely thermal (Beck et al. 1996 ; Gorjian,
Turner, & Beck 2001). Can a useful comparison be made
between the star-forming regions in NGC 5253 and
SBS 0335[052? Probably not, in that the mid-infrared size
of SBS 0335[052 is truly extended and is not conÐned to
an ultracompact 1È2 pc super star cluster containing
several thousand O stars as in NGC 5253 (Turner, Beck, &
Ho 2000)Èthe stellar component of SBS 0335[052 is com-
prised of multiple star clusters spread throughout the inner
520 pc (Thuan et al. 1997). Moreover, even though its mid-
infrared emission appears to originate from a quite compact
region, the corresponding volume and stellar density in the
core of SBS 0335[052 are much less extreme than for the
super star cluster in NGC 5253. Finally, the potential for
future star formation is substantially more promising for
SBS 0335[052 : the galaxy has a large H I reservoir that
spans 66 kpc by 22 kpc (covering both the eastern and
western optical components of SBS 0335[052), an order of
magnitude larger in linear extent than the optical emission.
5. SUMMARY
The previous work on SBS 0335[052 and our new
results suggest that SBS 0335[052 is a galaxy observed
early in its formative years and is likely experiencing its Ðrst
burst of star formation. We Ðnd that :
1. SBS 0335[052 has a very compact distribution of hot
dust, which suggests that signiÐcant star formation has not
occurred for long nor over large spatial scales. A more
extended dust distribution presumably requires more red
giant stars processing dust grains for a longer time.
2. The rough spectral shape mapped out by the available
mid- and far-infrared Ñuxes suggests that the global dis-
tribution of dust is in the form of at least one warm (80 K)
component with a mass of and oneD2400 M
_
D6 M
_hot (210 K) component ; more longer wavelength data are
needed to verify the presence of a substantial cold dust
component.
3. In spite of the depressed global metallicity, hot dust is
one of the energetically dominant features of the galaxyÏs
interstellar medium, resulting in the mid-infrared emission
being remarkably comparable to that in the far-infrared. An
important conclusion may be reached here : young systems
that are characterized by a few pockets of active star forma-
tion and an overall metal-poor interstellar medium will
show elevated mid- to far-infrared ratios. Perhaps normal
characteristics are achieved only after a certain amount of
time has passed, after large dust grains have had time to
form or build up. Only then will the more extended, cooler
far-infrared dust emission come to dominate the pockets of
hot dust emission.
4. The mid-infrared Ñux coupled with the mid-infrared
size and dust temperature indicate that the dust in the star-
forming region is optically thin in emission and A
V
\ 1
Since CO molecules likely need to be self-shieldingmag.
and thus optically thick to be found in appreciable amounts
(Meier et al. 2001), it is not surprising that CO emission was
not detected for SBS 0335[052.
5. The galaxy has a bolometric infrared-to-radio ratio
that is 4 times what is expected for normal star-forming
galaxies. This is presumably due to a lack of cosmic rays
trapped by interstellar magnetic Ðeld lines, as evidenced by
the galaxyÏs negligible nonthermal radio emission. The
dearth of trapped cosmic rays is explained by a com-
bination of two e†ects : (i) the relatively short star formation
history of this galaxyÈthe starburst is so young that its
luminosity is still dominated by extremely massive, lumi-
nous stars. The infrared luminosity output per star is high,
but the number of supernova remnants is low, assuming the
radio power per supernova remnant is independent of pro-
genitor mass ; (ii) the compact size of SBS 0335[052È
dwarf galaxies are known to exhibit low trapping of cosmic
rays (Condon, Anderson, & Helou 1991).
6. SBS 0335[052 has an extremely large Brc equivalent
width that is indicative of a vigorous star-forming region
only 3È6 Myr old. The distribution of the Brc hydrogen
recombination line appears to be more extended than the
mid-infrared continuum.
7. The estimated average interstellar heating intensity is
D10,000 times the intensity found in the solar neighbor-
hood. Comparable heating intensities are not typically seen
globally in galaxies ; only H II regions show such elevated
heating intensities.
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